
Epoca
R60
Old hands turn new tricks with 
this race-bred Italian custom build

Words JAMES SPENDER

his bike began life on the back of a beer 
mat. Admittedly that beer mat was then 
photographed, emailed and digitally rendered 
in CAD by Epoca, but nonetheless, it started 

out as a badly drawn pipedream that I honestly never 
thought would happen. After all, who would ever decide 
it was a good idea to paint an octopus on a bicycle?

Well, Vincenzo Nibali for one. Sort of. The Merida  
he pedalled in this year’s Giro went for a similar theme, 
only his was a ribbon wrapped around the head and top 
tube instead of a cephalopod’s tentacles (and anyway, 
mine came first). Regardless, the aesthetic is similar, and 
when Epoca said I could have whatever custom paintjob  
I wanted for my R60 test bike, I decided on an octopus. 

I’m not sure why. It could be something to do with  
the fact that I was in a pub at the time. Which would 
explain the beer mat. Anyway, this is how I come to be 
testing a bespoke Italian carbon bike with an octopus 
wrapped around the frame. 

The family
Epoca is technically only 14 years old, although those 
behind the brand trace its roots back to 1952 when Mario 
Bittante set up La Ver Mec in Rosa, Italy, fabricating 
frames for other brands. As a means of protection against 
a future in which its contract clients shifted production 
to the Far East, Bittante, his son Gerardo and son-in-law 
Valentino Stocchero (who married daughter Patrizia, 
who also works at the company) decided La Ver Mec 
should set up a bike brand of its own.

Most of the big Italian marques now fabricate  
their frames in the Far East, meaning there are few  
bike companies that can still boast a bicycle entirely 
made in Italy, and even fewer that can boast as much 
experience building bicycles as Epoca.

There are pros and cons to the European versus Far 
Eastern models, but for Epoca the pros are that it can 
offer fully custom bikes and is able to oversee every  
step of the process, from the custom-designed tubes  

TTHE SPEC
Model 
Epoca R60

Groupset 
Campagnolo Super Record

Deviations 
None 

Wheels 
Campagnolo Bora  
Ultra 35

Finishing kit 
Deda Superzero Alloy bars 
and stem, Thecno Aero2 
seatpost, Selle San Marco 
Concor Carbon FX saddle

Weight 
7.30kg 

Price 
£8,400 (£4,000  
frameset only)

Contact 
epocabikes.com

FRAME
The R60 is Epoca’s ‘pure 
race performance’ bike. 
Read: aerodynamically 
tweaked and super stiff. 
Elsewhere in the range is 
the R30, its ‘lightweight 
classic’, the R50, a slightly 
more traditional-looking 
version of the R60, and the 
RS99, an ‘agile climber’s 
bike’ at the end of its 
prototyping stage that  
is due to go on sale later 
this year. 
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that are made nearby, to the paintjob, which is done 
on-site by another Bittante, cousin Giancarlo.

This R60, then, is not only unique in paint, but also 
in geometry. I was measured up by bike-fitting veteran 
Giuseppe Giannecchini – the sort of guy who can guess 
your inseam from a thousand paces – who then sent his 
plans to Epoca. Eight weeks later the R60 arrived in a large 
wooden crate (also bespoke), and the questions over the 
bike’s paintjob commenced. What quickly materialised 
as redoubtable, though, was the R60’s speed.

Aero in part
If there is a more ready inflator of the amateur cyclist’s 
ego than Strava, I’ve yet to find it, and while I don’t chase 
segments I must confess to combing over ride data to  
look for motivating numbers. I must also confess to  
being disappointed often. Until the R60 came along.

PBs fell like despots’ statues to the roars of imaginary 
crowds, and venturing down into the wilds of Devon I 
claimed KoM scalps that left all nine of South Hams’ Strava 
users weeping gently into their cream teas. I honestly 
think I have never been so fast on a road bike. But why?

The frame undoubtedly has aero pretensions. The 
sculpted seat tube hugs the rear wheel like a time-trial 
bike, while up front is a bladed fork and semi-hourglass 
head tube. Yet the R60 is not an aero bike per se. There 
has been no CFD or wind-tunnel testing and the massive 
triangulated down tube is about as aerodynamic as  
an airport-sized Toblerone. 

Spec-wise, Deda’s new Superzero cockpit does  
turn the aero dial up a bit with flattened tops and stem, 
but Campagnolo’s Bora Ultra 35 wheels, although 

supremely stiff and light, are to my mind more of an 
aero-fied climber’s wheel than an all out wind-slicer 
like their bigger brother, the Bora 50. Thus I can only 
attribute the speed to two things: position and stiffness.

Fitter and faster
This is not the first bike I’ve been fitted to. One fitter 
optimised my position for a stock bike, while another 
drew up plans for a bike I built myself. The variances 
between those two were big, but nothing close to the 
vastly different position the R60 offered. 

My usual top tube was elongated to 565mm,  
up from 553mm, the head tube 152mm, down from 
170mm, and the advised stem was 120mm, up 10mm.  
The overall effect initially felt alien, and I was left 
pondering the idea that I might actively dislike this  
bike. But as bodies do, I adapted, and before long the  
fit extended well past the glove-like ergonomics of  
the Super Record levers and radiated through every  
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I honestly think  
I have never been  
so fast on a road 
bike. But why?

TUBES
The R60’s down tube is a 

mighty, triangulated affair 
offering incredible levels  

of stiffness, while the top 
tube is still triangulated  

for strength but slimmed 
down to avoid adding  

extra weight.
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The detail

Nothing says custom like a custom paintjob, 
so while Epoca offers the R60 in semi-
custom paint options for no extra cost, it will 
perform a similar job to this octopus design 
for a €250 up-charge. Which is exceedingly 
cheap when you consider the two-tone 
‘Iridecente’ colouring of the octopus, which 
flashes from green to dark gold depending 
on the angle of the light, took nearly 10 days 
to complete. The paint had to be applied 
layer by layer, meaning lots of painstaking 
masking, spray work and waiting for each 
layer to dry. It’s not the first complicated 
design Epoca’s head painter, Giancarlo 
Bittante, has created, though. Other designs 
include the Madonna for a client in Mexico, 
and a design that included imagery and 
details of all the stats of Alpe d’Huez and  
the Stelvio’s hairpin bends.

pedal stroke. But the crucial factor was how low and 
aero I was able to get at the same time. 

Ask any aerodynamicist and they’ll tell you you’re the 
main reason your bike is slow. What subjective feeling 
and objective fact (in the form of ride data) told me was 
that the R60 provided a more aero position than any road 
bike I’ve ridden, while being every bit as comfortable. 

Just a glance tells you there’s a lot of carbon here – 
the frame weighs over a kilo – but bear in mind it was 
built to fulfil my wish for an all-out racer, along with 
total honesty from the bathroom scales. Plus, given the 
lightness of the top-end Campagnolo parts, the bike still 
only weighs 7.3kg. Thus I was afforded something that 
was fairly spritely up climbs, if not remarkable, but that 
had a pedalling platform more stubborn than an angry 

Hinault. Push as hard as I could in the biggest gear and 
the R60 still rebuffed all challenges, flattering my ability 
with its efficiency of effort transfer.

There was a cost, however. This is one of those stiff- 
in-all-directions bikes, and I had to adapt my riding 
style. Trying to float slightly off the saddle to roll with 
heavier punches meant traction was diminished, but as 
soon as I learned to fully commit to a planted backside 
and life in the drops (and renounce any notions of a 
particularly smooth ride) the R60 sharpened up in every 
sense, carving corners with relish and descending like an 
anchor from an airplane. Tellingly, I smashed two PBs on 
a couple of familiar descents, quite by accident. 

I’ve struggled in the past with the concept of custom 
bikes, believing most people fit most things with a bit 
of careful set-up tuning, but the R60 has me convinced. 
The design is unapologetically fast, and the tailoring only 
makes it more so. And I don’t care what you say – the 
octopus rocks. I will happily design your R60 for a fiver. 
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SEATMAST
There are pros and cons  
to an integrated seatmast. 
It can be quite unforgiving 
compared to slender 
seatposts, but if it’s not  
for you Epoca can build the  
R60 with a regular post. 
That’s the beauty of custom.

It had a pedalling 
platform more 
stubborn than  
an angry Hinault 
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